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For a fixed prime p, let G denote a module over the integers localized at p.
Ž .Such a module is often referred to as a p-local abelian group. Following
established precedent, we say that G is transitive provided that there exists an
automorphism of G that maps a onto b whenever a and b are elements of G
having the same height sequence. However, relatively few nontorsion G meet this
criterion of transitivity. Indeed, as we show, there are four different classes of
simply presented p-local groups of torsion-free rank 3 that are nontransitive. In
this article, we introduce a weaker version of transitivity that allows all local
Ž .Warfield groups s summands of simply presented p-local groups to qualify as
being transitive. In this connection, we associate with each element of a local
Warfield group G a new invariant, called a type vector, and we prove that there is
an automorphism of G that maps a onto b if and only if a and b have the same
height sequence and the same type vector. As an application of this result, we are
able to determine exactly which local Warfield groups are transitive in the classical
sense. Also, our results yield an alternate proof of a recent result of Files regarding
the equivalence of transitivity and full transitivity for local Warfield groups. Finally,
we give a complete survey of transitivity for local Warfield groups of torsion-free
rank 3. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of transitivity for a reduced module G over a complete
w xdiscrete valuation ring was defined by Kaplansky in 5 as follows. The
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maps a onto b whenever a and b are elements of G with the same height
w xsequence. This definition was used by Lane 6 , and more recently by Files
w x1, 2 , for modules over incomplete discrete valuation rings and, in particu-
lar, for modules over Z , the ring of integers localized at the prime p. Inp
other words, the definition has now been applied generally to p-local
groups. However, for p-local groups in general, even for the simply
presented ones, this condition turns out to be a surprisingly severe restric-
tion on G unless the group G is torsion. Indeed, for any torsion-free rank
G 3, there exist simply presented p-local groups G that are not transitive
w x w x1 . By contrast, any torsion simply presented p-local group is transitive 3 .
In this article, we introduce for certain p-local groups a form of
transitivity called weak transiti¤ity, which agrees with transitivity in the
torsion case, but in general is much more inclusive. Indeed, this weaker
version of transitivity has the pleasant feature of allowing all local groups
that are simply presented to be transitive. Because the classical notion of
Žtransitivity appropriated to modules over incomplete discrete valuation
.rings fails to qualify some simply presented groups of rank as small as 3,
one could argue that our more general concept of transitivity should
simply supplant the original definition. However, we continue here to
adhere to the established terminology and thereby distinguish the two
concepts. The essence of weak transitivity is that the elements a and b, in
the definition of transitivity, are required to satisfy, aside from having the
same height sequence, another somewhat more technical condition that
Ž .once stated is obviously necessary in order for there to be an automor-
phism that maps a onto b. One of the main results of this article is that
this condition is also sufficient whenever G is simply presented; actually, it
remains sufficient when G is a summand of a simply presented group.
Therefore, what we prove is that every local Warfield group is weakly
transitive. Using the result just cited concerning weak transitivity, we are
then able to determine exactly which local Warfield groups are transitive
w x w xin the classical sense. This expands and refines results of 1, 2 and 6 .
In the next section we establish some of the technical preliminaries
needed for the proofs of the aforementioned results about local Warfield
w xgroups. Everything here is based on 4 . In particular, we use freely the fact
that a Warfield group satisfies Axiom 3 with respect to knice subgroups. In
turn, the definition of a knice subgroup rests on the concept of a primiti¤e
element, which is defined below and is the focal point of our study. We are
especially interested in how nonprimitive elements can be written as sums
of primitive elements. All the results obtained in the next section are valid
w xfor a class of groups introduced in 4 called k-groups, which are more
general than Warfield groups.
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2. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS FOR k-GROUPS
First, we introduce the relevant notation and terminology; for the most
w xpart, this terminology is in agreement with 4 . In the sequel, G is always a
p-local abelian group for an arbitrary but fixed prime p; that is, G is a
module over Z , the ring of integers localized at p. By a subgroup of G,p
² :we always mean a Z -submodule, and S denotes the subgroup of Gp
generated by a subset S.
 4A height sequence is any sequence a s a where each a is ann n- v n
ordinal or one of the symbols ‘ or ‘q and where the inequality a - an nq1
holds for each n; it is understood that a - ‘ - ‘ - ‘q- ‘q for all
kordinals a . If k is a nonnegative integer, p a denotes the height se-
 4  4  4quence a . If a s a and if b s b are height se-kqn n- v n n- v n n- v
quences, we write a F b to mean that a F b for all n.n n
< < < <For an element x g G, denote the height of x in G by x . Thus, x s a
if x g paG but x f paq1G. In the exceptional case where x g paG for
< < < < qevery ordinal a , we write x s ‘ whenever x / 0, but we set 0 s ‘ .
Ž .  < n <4With every x g G, we associate its height sequence U x s p x . Itn- v
should be noted that the symbol ‘q is used only to distinguish the height
of the zero element of G from the heights of nonzero elements belonging
to the divisible component; if G is reduced, there is no need at all for ‘q.
 4 Ž .If a s a is any height sequence, G a denotes the fully invariantn n- v
Ž .subgroup of G consisting of all those x for which U x G a . Also, we
define
n² < < :G a* s x g G a : p x ) a for infinitely many values of n ,Ž . Ž . n
w xin case a is always an ordinal. However, as in 4 , if a G ‘ for some n,n n
Ž . Ž .we let G a* be the torsion subgroup of G a . Recall that x g G is
Ž . Ž .primiti¤e of type a if a is the height sequence of x and x g G a _ G a* .
Ž .Observe that no torsion element can be primitive because G a* is the
qŽ .torsion subgroup of G a whenever a contains ‘ . On the other hand,
every element of infinite order with ‘ in its height sequence is primitive.
A direct sum A [ A [ ??? [ A of subgroups of G is a ¤aluated1 2 r
Ž .coproduct if, for every height sequence a , a q a q ??? qa g G a with1 2 r
Ž .each a g A implies that a g G a for all i. If, in addition, a q ai i i 1 2
Ž . Ž .q ??? qa g G a* implies that a g G a* for all i, a valuated coproductr i
A [ A [ ??? [ A is said to be )-¤aluated. These notions are extended in1 2 r
the obvious way to direct sums of infinitely many subgroups.
The following basic exchange lemma, which appears as a sublemma in
w xthe proof of Lemma 2.4 of 4 , is fundamental to the study of primitive
elements and )-valuated coproducts.
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Žw x. ² :LEMMA 1 4 . Suppose A is a subgroup of G and that A [ x is a
)-¤aluated coproduct with x primiti¤e. If y s a q x for some a g A and if x
² :and y ha¤e the same height sequence, then A [ y is also a )-¤aluated
coproduct.
w xContinuing to follow 4 , we say that a subgroup N of G is knice if it is
Ž s Ž . Ž s . .nice in G that is, p GrN s p G q N rN for all ordinals s and, for
each finite subset S of G, there exists a finite number r G 0 of primitive
elements x , x , . . . , x g G such that1 2 r
² : ² : ² :N [ x [ x [ ??? [ x1 2 r
m² :is a )-valuated coproduct containing p S for some m - v. Observe
that the notation does not exclude the possibility that the collection of
primitive elements is vacuous. Finally, recall that a p-local abelian group
w xG is called a k-group in 4 if 0 is a knice subgroup of G. In particular,
every local Warfield group G is a k-group because it must satisfy Axiom 3
with respect to knice subgroups.
The following definition introduces the main topic of this section.
DEFINITION 2. A nonempty but finite set of primitive elements
 4 < n < < n <x , x , . . . , x is said to be an incomparable set if p x § p x for1 2 r i j
infinitely many n - v whenever i / j.
Note that any primitive element standing alone is considered to consti-
tute an incomparable set, but of course the interest in incomparable sets
resides in those with more than one element. It is worth noting that an
incomparable set of two or more primitive elements cannot contain one
with ‘ in its height sequence. Indeed, two primitive elements x and y with
height sequences a and b , respectively, are contained in an incomparable
n n n nset precisely when both p a F p b and p a G p b fail for every n - v.
As the next lemma demonstrates, incomparable sets of primitive ele-
ments yield )-valuated coproducts if we take suitable multiples.
 4LEMMA 3. If x , x , . . . , x is an incomparable set of primiti¤e elements1 2 r
² n : ² n : ² n :belonging to a k-group G, then p x [ p x [ ??? [ p x is a1 2 r
)-¤aluated coproduct for some nonnegati¤e integer n.
Proof. The proof of the lemma is by induction on r. If r s 1, the result
² e :is trivially true, so assume r ) 1. By the induction hypothesis, N s p x1
² e :[ ??? [ p x is a )-valuated coproduct for some nonnegative integerry1
e Že. Because each p x is primitive, N is a knice subgroup of G. We relyi
w x .here and elsewhere on 4 . Therefore, there exist primitive elements
y , y , . . . , y such that1 2 m
² : ² : ² :N [ y [ y [ ??? [ y 1Ž .1 2 m
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is a )-valuated coproduct containing p j x for some nonnegative integer j.r
Write
p j x s c pe x q ??? qc pe x q d y q d y q ??? qd y ,r 1 1 ry1 ry1 1 1 2 2 m m
where c , . . . , c , d , d , . . . , d g Z . Let a denote the height sequence1 ry1 1 2 m p
Ž . e Ž .of x . Because 1 is a valuated coproduct, all c p x 1 F i F r y 1 andr i i
j jŽ . Ž .all d y 1 F i F m are in G p a . Moreover, because p x is primitive,i i r
e jŽ .there exists either some c p x or some d y not in G p a* .i i i i
e jŽ .We claim that c p x g G p a* for all i. If this were not the case, wei i
could choose j sufficiently large so that p j x has the same height sequencer
t Ž . e tas p x for some i - r , where c p s up and u is a unit. This, however,i i
leads at once to a contradiction because the x 's form an incomparable set,i
for it implies both j - t and j ) t. We conclude, therefore, that d y musti i
jŽ .not be in G p a* for some i F m. Again, by choosing j sufficiently large,
we may assume without loss of generality that some d y has the samei i
height sequence as p j x . For simplicity of notation, rearrange the y 's sor i
Ž . Ž j .that U d y s U p x . According to Lemma 1,1 1 r
² e : ² e : ² j : ² : ² :p x [ ??? [ p x [ p x [ y [ ??? [ y1 ry1 r 2 m
² : ² :is a )-valuated coproduct. Upon truncating y [ ??? [ y and replac-2 m
 4ing both e and j by n s max e, j , we have the desired result.
If a , a , . . . , a are height sequences with r G 0, call an r-tuple,1 2 r
a s a , a , . . . , a ,Ž .1 2 r
a height-sequence ¤ector. Observe that our notation does not exclude the
Ž .possibility that a is the empty vector. If b s b , b , . . . , b is another1 2 s
height-sequence vector, we say that a and b are equi¤alent if r s s and,
after a suitable reindexing, there are nonnegative integers k and l such
k lthat p a s p b for all i, 1 F i F r. It is clear that equivalence ofi i
height-sequence vectors is an equivalence relation, and we call the equiva-
lence class containing the height-sequence vector a the type ¤ector of a .
Ž .With each element x in a k-group G, we associate a type vector V x in
the manner described below. Perhaps we should make it clear from the
outset that type vectors are not relevant to the torsion of G. It is only for
the convenience of not having to distinguish between elements of finite
and infinite order that we assign a type vector to an element of finite
Žorder. Indeed, we simply assign the special vacuous vector F with no
.components to each element of finite order.
Ž .If x is a primitive element necessarily having infinite order , the type
Ž .vector V x is the equivalence class of the one-dimensional vector whose
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single component is the height sequence of x. Thus, if x is primitive, there
is no new information contained in its type vector not already manifested
in its height sequence. Hence, type vectors are actually useful only for
nonprimitive elements of infinite order, but as we soon see they play an
important role for such elements. In order to define the type vector of a
nonprimitive element of infinite order, we need the following lemma.
LEMMA 4. If x is a nonprimiti¤e element of infinite order of the k-group G,
 4there exist an incomparable set of primiti¤e elements x , x , . . . , x , with1 2 r
r G 2, and a nonnegati¤e integer n such that pn x s x q x q ??? qx .1 2 r
Proof. Because G is a k-group, we know that there exist a set of
 4primitive elements x , x , . . . , x , not necessarily an incomparable set,1 2 r
² : ² : ² :and some nonnegative integer n such that x [ x [ ??? [ x is a1 2 r
)-valuated coproduct and pn x s x q x q ??? qx .1 2 r
If the x 's do not form an incomparable set, by taking n sufficientlyi
large and reindexing, we may assume without loss of generality that
Ž . Ž . ² :U x G U x . However, in this case, x q x is primitive and x q x1 2 1 2 1 2
² : ² :[ x [ ??? [ x is a )-valuated coproduct. If we continue to contract3 r
as much as possible in this manner, we obtain the desired result.
For a nonprimitive element x of infinite order in a k-group G, use
Lemma 4 to write pn x s x q x q ??? qx for some nonnegative integer1 2 r
n, where the x 's form an incomparable set of primitive elements. Definei
Ž .V x to be the equivalence class of the height-sequence vector
Ž .a , a , . . . , a , where a is the height sequence of x for each i.1 2 r i i
At this point, it is not at all clear that the type vector of an element x in
a k-group G is well defined when x is a nonprimitive element of infinite
order. Indeed the type vector of x appears to depend on the choice of the
primitive elements x , x , . . . , x . We proceed now to show that the type1 2 r
vector of x is, in fact, well defined.
 4LEMMA 5. Let G be a k-group and suppose x , x , . . . , x and1 2 r
 4y , y , . . . , y are both incomparable sets of primiti¤e elements. If there are1 2 s
nonnegati¤e integers m and n such that
pm x q x q ??? qx s x s pn y q y q ??? qy ,Ž . Ž .1 2 r 1 2 s
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..then the type ¤ector of U x , U x , . . . , U x is equal to the type ¤ector of1 2 r
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..U y , U y , . . . , U y . Hence, the type ¤ector of any element x in G is well1 2 s
defined.
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..Proof. Because the type vector of U x , U x , . . . , U x is the same1 2 r
Ž Ž m . Ž m . Ž m ..as the type vector of U p x , U p x , . . . , U p x , there is no loss of1 2 r
generality in assuming that m s 0 s n, so hereafter assume that x q1
x q ??? qx s x s y q y q ??? qy . By Lemma 3, we may also assume2 r 1 2 s
² : ² : ² :that N s x [ x [ ??? [ x is a )-valuated coproduct. Therefore,1 2 r
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N is a knice subgroup of G. Consequently, there exist k - v and a
)-valuated coproduct N [ M : G that contains pk y for each i F s. Ini
fact, according to the definition of a knice subgroup, we can choose M to
² :be a )-valuated coproduct of subgroups z with each z primitive.i i
² : ² : ² :Therefore, we let M s z [ z [ ??? [ z and we write1 2 t
pk y s c x q c x q ??? qc x q d z q d z q ??? qd z ,i i , 1 1 i , 2 2 i , r r i , 1 1 i , 2 2 i , t t
where c and d are in Z . If we reselect k sufficiently large, one of thei, j i, j p
terms in the preceding sum not only is primitive but must have exactly the
same height sequence as the primitive element pk y . Moreover, as we nowi
show, this term cannot be one of the z-terms. Denote the height sequence
kof y by b . Assume that d z and p y have the same height sequencei i i, l l i
k Ž .p b for some l 1 F l F t . Because the y 's form an incomparable set, iti j
k ² :follows at once that if j / i, then the projection of p y onto z must bej l
U Uk kŽ . Ž .contained in G p b ; that is, d z g G p b whenever j / i. Buti j, l l i
x q x q ??? qx s y q y q ??? qy implies that d z q d z q1 2 r 1 2 s 1, l l 2, l l
UkŽ .??? qd z s 0, so we have that d z g G p b , which is impossibles, l l i, l l i
kbecause d z is primitive with height sequence p b . Having ruled outi, l l i
Žthe z-terms, we conclude therefore that upon our taking k sufficiently
.large one of the c x 's must be primitive with exactly the same heighti, j j
sequence as pk y .i
k kLet c x and p y have the same height sequence p b . Becausei, s Ž i. s Ž i. i i
Ž .the x 's form an incomparable set, s i is uniquely determined by ij
because nonzero multiples of two distinct x 's cannot have the same heightj
sequence. Likewise, no two distinct y 's can be associated with the same x .i j
Hence, s F r and by symmetry s G r, so r s s. From what has gone before
when considering the z 's, we know that if j / i then c x gl j, s Ž i. s Ž i.
UkŽ .G p b . Therefore, c s pq c for some q g Z . In view of thei j, s Ž i. j i, s Ž i. j p
kŽ . kŽ .fact that p x q x q ??? qx s p y q y q ??? qy , it follows imme-1 2 r 1 2 r
diately that c s pk u where u is a unit in Z . Therefore, pk y andi, s Ž i. i i p i
pk x have exactly the same height sequence for each i. This means thats Ž i.
Ž Ž k . Ž k . Ž k .. Ž Ž k . Ž k . Ž k ..U p x , U p x , . . . , U p x and U p y , U p y , . . . , U p y can1 2 r 1 2 r
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..differ at most by a permutation, so U x , U x , . . . , U x and1 2 r
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..U y , U y , . . . , U y represent the same type vector.1 2 r
We are now prepared to define the version of transitivity mentioned in
the introduction.
DEFINITION 6. Call a k-group G weakly transiti¤e provided that there is
an automorphism of G that maps a onto b whenever a and b are
elements of G with the same height sequence and the same type vector.
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3. WEAK TRANSITIVITY OF WARFIELD GROUPS
We begin this section with a key ingredient needed in the proof of our
main result.
PROPOSITION 7. Suppose that G is a k-group and that a and b are
elements of infinite order belonging to G that ha¤e the same height sequence
and the same type ¤ector. Then, there exist a nonnegati¤e integer n and
 4  4incomparable sets of primiti¤e elements x , x , . . . , x and y , y , . . . , y1 2 r 1 2 r
that satisfy the following conditions.
Ž . Ž . Ž .i U x s U y for each i F r.i i
Ž . ² : ² : ² : ² : ² : ² :ii x [ x [ ??? [ x and y [ y [ ??? [ y are1 2 r 1 2 r
)-¤aluated coproducts.
Ž . n niii p a s x q x q ??? qx and p b s y q y q ??? qy .1 2 r 1 2 r
Proof. First observe that if either a or b is primitive, then they are both
primitive because they have the same type vector. In this case, we simply
set x s a, y s b, and n s 0 to complete the proof. Therefore, we may1 1
assume that neither a nor b is primitive.
By Lemma 4, we know that there exist nonnegative integers m and n
 4and incomparable sets of primitive elements x , x , . . . , x and1 2 r
 4 m ny , y , . . . , y such that p a s x q x q ??? qx and p b s y q y1 2 s 1 2 r 1 2
q ??? qy . Moreover, by reselecting m and n sufficiently large, we mays
assume according to Lemma 3 that the x 's and the y 's generate )-val-i i
uated coproducts.
Because a and b have the same type vector, it must be the case that
r s s. Moreover, with a suitable arrangement of the y 's, we know thati
Ž k . Ž l .there exist nonnegative integers k and l such that U p x s U p y fori i
each i F r. For simplicity of notation, we now let m q k and n q l ,
respectively, replace the original choice of m and n. By doing this, we may
Ž . Ž .assume that U x s U y for each i F r. At this point, we have thati i
pma s x q x q ??? qx and pnb s y q y q ??? qy , where x and y1 2 r 1 2 r i i
have exactly the same height sequence for each i. However, this implies
that pma and pnb must have the same height sequence because the x 'si
and y 's continue to generate )-valuated coproducts. We now use thei
Žhypothesis that a and b themselves have the same height sequence and
.the fact that neither a nor b is primitive to conclude that m s n.
We are now ready for the statement and the proof of our main result.
THEOREM 8. E¤ery local Warfield group G is weakly transiti¤e. Indeed, if
a and b are elements of the local Warfield group G, there exists an automor-
phism of G that maps a onto b if and only if a and b ha¤e the same height
sequence and the same type ¤ector.
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Proof. The conditions that a and b have the same height sequence and
the same type vector are obviously necessary in order for an automorphism
of G to map a onto b.
Conversely, suppose a and b are elements of G having the same height
sequence and the same type vector. We need to demonstrate the existence
of an automorphism of G that maps a onto b. In order to do this, we rely
w xheavily on the following extension theorem of 4 .
Žw x.THEOREM 9 4 . Let N and N9 be knice subgroups of G such that both
GrN and GrN9 are Axiom 3 modules. If the relati¤e Ulm in¤ariants of G
with respect to N and N9 are equal, and if the relati¤e Warfield in¤ariants of G
with respect to N and N9 are equal, then e¤ery height-preser¤ing isomorphism
p : N “ N9 extends to an automorphism of G.
If one of a and b has finite order, then so does the other because they
have the same type vector. In this case we can directly apply Theorem 9 if
² : ² :we let N s a and N9 s b , for N and N9 are knice subgroups of G
with Axiom 3 quotient modules GrN and GrN9. Moreover, because N
and N9 are finite, the relative Ulm and the relative Warfield invariants of
G with respect to N and N9 are equal because there exists, by the
hypothesis on height sequences, a height-preserving isomorphism between
N and N9 obtained by mapping a onto b. Therefore, by Theorem 9, there
is an automorphism of G that maps a onto b if either a or b has finite
order.
Now suppose that both a and b have infinite order. According to
Proposition 7, there exist a positive integer r and incomparable sets of
 4  4 Ž . Ž .primitive elements x , x , . . . , x and y , y , . . . , y , where U x s U y1 2 r 1 2 r i i
² : ² : ² :for all i F r, and for which N s x [ x [ ??? [ x and N9 s1 2 r
² : ² : ² : ny [ y [ ??? [ y are )-valuated coproducts with p a s x q x1 2 r 1 2
q ??? qx and pnb s y q y q ??? qy for some n G 0. Therefore, therer 1 2 r
Ž .is a height-preserving isomorphism p from N onto N9 such that p x s yi i
Ž n . nfor each i and p p a s p b. In the situation that we have, it is well
Ž w x.known see 4 that N and N9 are knice in G and that GrN and GrN9
are again Axiom 3 modules. Moreover, the relative Warfield invariants of
G with respect to N are the same as the relative Warfield invariants of G
with respect to N9. Also, the respective relative Ulm invariants agree.
If a and b, as opposed to pna and pnb, belong to N and N9,
Ž .respectively, which can be assumed if either a or b is primitive , then p
must map a onto b due to the fact that N and N9 are torsion free.
Therefore, in this case, we can once again apply Theorem 9 to extend p to
an automorphism of G mapping a onto b.
Finally, we have to deal with the case in which a and b do not belong to
N and N9, respectively, and neither a nor b is primitive. Let m F n be the
m Ž m . msmallest positive integer for which p a g N. Then p p a s p b, so
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pmb g N9 and, by symmetry, m is also the smallest positive integer for
which pmb g N9.
It is easy to verify that p ja and p jb are proper with respect to N and
N9, respectively, whenever j - m; indeed, if p ja q Ýr t x has heightis1 i i
greater than the height of p ja for some j - m and t , t , . . . , t g Z , then1 2 r p
< j < < <p a s t x for some i F r and we obtaini i
< j < < < < < < n < < j <p a s t x G x G p a ) p a .i i i
< j <Observe that this is a contradiction because p a / ‘ due to the fact that
a is not primitive. Similar remarks apply to p jb. Now, because p ja and p jb
are proper with respect to N and N9, respectively, and because a and b
have the same height sequence, we can extend the height-preserving
isomorphism,
p : N “ N9,
Ž .to a height-preserving isomorphism still denoted by p ,
² : ² :p : N , a “ N9, b ,
² : ² :by mapping a onto b. Because N, a and N9, b are finite extensions of
² : ² :N and N9, respectively, N, a and N9, b remain knice subgroups of G,
² :and the relative Ulm invariants of G with respect to N, a and those of
² : ² :G with respect to N9, b remain equal due to the finiteness of N, a rN
² :and N9, b rN9. Moreover, the relative Warfield invariants are equal
because they are the same as those of G with respect to N and N9,
² : ² :respectively. Finally, the groups Gr N, a and Gr N9, b are Axiom 3
² : ² :modules because, for example, Gr N, a ( GrNr N, a rN, a quotient
² :of the Axiom 3 module GrN by the finite subgroup N, a rN. Once
² :again we can apply Theorem 9, where N and N9 are replaced by N, a
² :and N9, b , to obtain an automorphism of G that maps a onto b. This
completes the proof.
The following is an immediate corollary of the preceding theorem.
ŽCOROLLARY 10. A local Warfield group is transiti¤e in the classical
.sense if and only if it is true that whene¤er two elements ha¤e the same height
sequence they also ha¤e the same type ¤ector.
The next theorem shows how to determine whether or not a Warfield
group is transitive by looking at a decomposition basis. First, we introduce
some additional notation and we review the relevant terminology.
 4Suppose a is a nonempty finite collection of height sequencesi ig T
 4 indexed by a set T , and write a s a for each i g T. By H a :i i, n n- v i
4  4  4i g T , we mean the height sequence b with b s min a : i g T .n n- v n i, n
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 4 Ž .If T s i , i , . . . , i , then a : i g T is used to denote the height-sequence1 2 r i
Ž .vector a , a , . . . , a , and we sometimes write a n a n ??? n a fori i i i i i1 2 r 1 2 r
 4H a : i g T .i
 4Recall that a subset X s x of a p-local group G is a decompositioni ig I
² : ² :basis for G if X s [ x is a valuated coproduct, each x hasig I i i
² :infinite order, and Gr X is torsion. Actually, this coproduct is )-val-
w xuated and each x is primitive 4 . As is well known, every local Warfieldi
group has a decomposition basis.
 4THEOREM 11. Suppose G is a local Warfield group and that X s xi ig I
is a decomposition basis for G. Let a denote the height sequence of x fori i
each i g I. Then G is transiti¤e if and only if whene¤er T and T are1 2
nonempty finite subsets of I such that the following two conditions hold for
some nonnegati¤e integers k and li i
k li iŽ .  4  4i H p a : i g T s H p a : i g T andi 1 i 2
Ž .  k i 4  l i 4ii p x : i g T and p x : i g T are incomparable sets,i 1 i 2
k li iŽ . Ž .then the height-sequence ¤ectors p a : i g T and p a : i g T representi 1 i 2
the same type ¤ector.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Suppose that i and ii hold but the height-sequence vectors
k li iŽ . Ž .p a : i g T and p a : i g T do not represent the same type vector.i 1 i 2
Then a s Ý pk i x and b s Ý p l i x are elements with the sameig T i ig T i1 2
height sequence that do not have the same type vector. Thus G is not
transitive by Corollary 10.
k li iŽ . Ž .Conversely, suppose that p a : i g T and p a : i g T representi 1 i 2
k li i 4  4the same type vector whenever H p a : i g T s H p a : i g T andi 1 i 2
 k i 4  l i 4both p x : i g T and p x : i g T are incomparable sets for arbitraryi 1 i 2
nonempty finite subsets T and T of I and for arbitrary nonnegative1 2
integers k and l . Let a and b be elements in G with the same heighti i
Ž . Ž .sequence. Because we only need to show that V a s V b , we may
Ž .assume that both a and b have infinite order. For some sufficiently large
integer n, we can write pna s y q y q ??? qy and pnb s z q1 2 r 1
z q ??? qz , where the y 's and z 's form incomparable sets of primitive2 s j j
elements and generate )-valuated coproducts. Indeed, by taking n large
² : ² :enough, we may assume that each y is in X s [ x . Furthermore,j ig I i
as we have previously seen, by taking n sufficiently large, we may assume
² :that each y has exactly the same height sequence as its projection on xj i
k ifor some i g I. In other words, y has height sequence equal to p a forj i
some i g I and some nonnegative integer k . Letting T denote the set ofi 1
 k ii's associated with the various y 's as j ranges from 1 to r, then p x :j i
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4 Ž .i g T is an incomparable set of primitive elements, V a is the type1
k iŽ .vector of p a : i g T andi 1
n k iU p a s U y : 1 F j F r s p a : i g T .Ž . Ž . 4  4H Hj i 1
 l iLikewise, there exist T : I and nonnegative integers l such that p x :2 ii
4 Ž .i g T is an incomparable set of primitive elements, V b is the type2
l iŽ .vector of p a : i g T andi 2
n l iU p b s p a : i g T .Ž .  4H i 2
Ž . ŽWe can choose a common n for a and b. Because a and b and
n n .consequently p a and p b have the same height sequence, it now follows
Ž . Ž . Žthat V a s V b . Therefore, G is transitive by Theorem 8 or Corol-
.lary 10 .
w xIn 2 , Files considers transitivity mod torsion. This means that if a and
b are elements of G with the same height sequence, there is an automor-
phism of G that maps pna onto pnb for some nonnegative integer n. In
view of the fact that x and pn x always have the same type vector in a
k-group G, it follows directly from Theorem 8 that a local Warfield group
is transitive if and only if it is transitive mod torsion. Theorem 8 also can
be used to obtain the following more substantial result proved first by Files
w xin 2 using different methods. It is convenient to introduce some addi-
tional notation for our proof of this result. If a and b are elements of a
Ž . Ž . < n < < n <p-local group G, we write U a f U b to mean that p a s p b for
Ž . Ž .almost all n - v. Clearly, then U a d U b is equivalent to the state-
Ž . Ž . < n < < n <ments that U a G U b and p a / p b for infinitely many values of n.
Finally, recall that a group G is fully transiti¤e if whenever a and b are
Ž . Ž .elements of G with U a F U b , there exists an endomorphism of G that
maps a onto b.
Žw x.THEOREM 12 2 . A local Warfield group is transiti¤e if and only if it is
fully transiti¤e.
Proof. Let G be a p-local Warfield group. We first show that full
Ž .transitivity implies transitivity. Assume by way of contradiction that G
Žis fully transitive but not transitive. According to Theorem 8 or Corol-
. Ž . Ž .lary 10 , there exist elements a and b in G for which U a s U b , but
Ž . Ž .V a / V b . Observe that a and b cannot both be of finite order, because
in that case they would have the same type vector. Neither can one be of
infinite order and the other of finite order. Therefore, both a and b must
have infinite order. Write pma s x q x q ??? qx and pmb s y q y1 2 r 1 2
 4  4q ??? qy , where x , x , . . . , x and y , y , . . . , y are incomparable setss 1 2 r 1 2 s
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of primitive elements and where m is a nonnegative integer. Thus, the
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .height-sequence vectors U x , U x , . . . , U x and U y , U y , . . . ,1 2 r 1 2
Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž m . Ž m .U y represent V a and V b , respectively. Because U p a s U p bs
Ž m . Ž . Ž . Ž m .and V p a s V a / V b s V p b , there is no harm in assuming that
m s 0.
Ž . Ž .Let f be an endomorphism of G for which f a s b, and set w s f xi i
Ž . Ž .for each i F r. Clearly, U w G U x because f cannot decrease heights.i i
Ž . Ž .If U w f U x for all i, then each w is primitive. Indeed, suppose to thei i i
Ž . Ž .contrary that some w is not primitive. Then U w f U x implies thati i i
Ž k . Ž k .U p w s U p x for some nonnegative integer k. Hence, there is ani i
endomorphism of G mapping pk w onto pk x . Because pk w gi i i
Ž Ž k . . Ž Ž k . . kG U p w * and G U p w * is a fully invariant subgroup of G, p x gi i i
Ž Ž k . . Ž Ž k . . ŽG U p w * s G U p x * , contradicting the fact that x and hencei i i
k . Ž . Ž .p x is primitive. We conclude therefore that if U w f U x for all i,i i i
Ž .then the w 's like the x 's form an incomparable set of primitive elementsi i
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .and the type vector of U w , U w , . . . , U w is V a . This, however,1 2 r
Ž . Ž .yields a contradiction because b s w q w q ??? qw and V a / V b .1 2 r
Ž . Ž .So, we have that U w d U x for some i. By reindexing, we may assumei i
Ž . Ž .that U w d U x .1 1
Ž . Ž .Because G is fully transitive and because U a s U b , there is an
endomorphism p that maps b onto a. Thus, c s pf is an endomorphism
of G that maps a to itself. We know there is a nonnegative integer n and a
)-valuated coproduct,
² : ² : ² :x [ x [ ??? [ x [ C1 2 r
Ž n .that contains c p x for each i F r. Writei
c pn x s t x q t x q ??? qt x q c ,Ž .i i , 1 1 i , 2 2 i , r r i
Ž . Ž . Ž .where t g Z and c g C. Because c x s p w and because U w di, j p i i i 1
Ž . nq1U x , we conclude that p must divide t . Moreover, because the x 's1 1, 1 i
nq1 <form an incomparable set, we likewise conclude that p t wheneveri, 1
i / 1. However, this is impossible because
pn x s pna s c pna s t x .Ž .Ý Ý Ýi i , j jž /
iFr jFr iFr
This contradiction completes the proof that if G is fully transitive, then it
must be transitive.
Conversely, we now show that if G is transitive, it must be fully
transitive. In order to do this, assume that G is transitive and that a and b
Ž . Ž .are elements of G with U a F U b . We need to show that there is an
endomorphism of G that maps a onto b. Because G is transitive, it follows
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from Theorem 11 that G [ G is also transitive. Moreover, because the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .height sequence of a, 0 in G [ G is U a , and that of a, b is U a n
Ž . Ž . Ž .U b s U a , there is an automorphism of G [ G that maps a, 0 onto
Ž .a, b . Therefore, there is an endomorphism of G that maps a onto b and
the proof is complete.
Clearly, the following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 12.
COROLLARY 13. The results of this section concerning the classical transi-
Ž .ti¤ity of local Warfield groups Corollary 10 and Theorem 11 hold for full
transiti¤ity as well.
4. LOCAL WARFIELD GROUPS OF RANK 3
w xIt was shown in 1 that any local Warfield group of torsion-free rank not
Ž .exceeding 2 must be transitive and fully transitive . As a matter of fact, as
is apparent from Theorem 11, any local Warfield group that has at most
two distinct height sequences represented in a decomposition basis must
be transitive regardless of its rank. In this section, we use Theorem 11 to
determine explicitly all the transitive local Warfield groups of rank 3;
actually, we describe those that are not transitive.
To facilitate the statement and proof of our final theorem, we need
some additional notation and terminology. If a and b are height se-
n nquences, we use the notation a ⁄ b to mean that both p a F p b and
n np a G p b fail for every n - v. Note that if x and x are primitive1 2
Ž . Ž .  4elements, U x ⁄ U x means that x , x is an incomparable set. Also,1 2 1 2
 4recall that if X s x is any decomposition basis for a p-local group Gi ig I
 k i 4and if k is a nonnegative integer for each i g I, then p x is called ai i ig I
subordinate of X. As is well known, any subordinate of a decomposition
basis is again a decomposition basis.
THEOREM 14. Suppose that G is a local Warfield group of torsion-free
rank 3. Then G is nontransiti¤e if and only if G has a decomposition basis
 4x , x , x that satisfies one of the following four conditions.1 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i U x ⁄ U x and U x s U x n U x .1 2 3 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii U x d U x , U x ⁄ U x , U x ⁄ U x , and U x n2 1 1 3 2 3 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .U x s U x n U x .3 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii U x ⁄ U x for all 1 F i - j F 3 and U x n U x si j 1 2
Ž . Ž .U x n U x .1 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iv U x ⁄ U x for all 1 F i - j F 3, U x n U x ⁄ U x ni j 1 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .U x , and U x n U x s U x n U x n U x .3 1 3 1 2 3
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Proof. First suppose that G is nontransitive and select any decomposi-
 4tion basis X s x , x , x for G. According to Theorem 11, there exist1 2 3
 4nonempty subsets T and T of 1, 2, 3 and nonnegative integers k and l1 2 i i
such that
U pk i x : i g T s U p l i x : i g T , 4  4Ž . Ž .H Hi 1 i 2
 k i 4  l i 4where both S s p x : i g T and S s p x : i g T are incompara-1 i 1 2 i 2
Ž Ž k i . .ble sets, but the height-sequence vectors a s U p x : i g T andi 1
Ž Ž l i . .b s U p x : i g T do not represent the same type vector. Observei 2
< < < <that T s T s 1 cannot occur because a and b are not equivalent. We1 2
< < < <now assume that T F T and we consider five cases.1 2
< < < <Case 1. T s 1 and T s 2. Observe that T : T cannot occur;1 2 1 2
otherwise, S would not be incomparable. Thus, we may assume that2
U pk 3 x s U p l 1 x n U p l 2 x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .3 1 2
Ž .and condition i is satisfied by a subordinate of X.
< < < <Case 2. T s 1 and T s 3. In this case, we may assume that1 2
U pk3 x s U p l 1 x n U p l 2 x n U p l 3 x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 1 2 3
Ž k3 . Ž l 3 .Note U p x F U p x so that k F l . If k s l , then S would not3 3 3 3 23 3
Ž k 3 . Ž l 1 .be incomparable. Therefore, k - l and U p x s U p x n3 3 13
Ž l 2 . Ž .U p x . As in Case 1, condition i is satisfied by a subordinate of X.2
< < < <Case 3. T s T s 2. Due to the incomparability of S and S , we1 2 1 2
may assume that T / T and choose the notation so that1 2
U pk1 x n U pk 2 x s U p l 1 x n U p l 3 x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 3
Further, observe that k s l , again by the incomparability of S and S . If1 1 21
 k1 k 2 l 3 4 Ž .the set p x , p x , p x is incomparable, condition iii is satisfied by1 2 3
this subordinate of X. On the other hand, if this set is not incomparable,
Ž k 2qn . Ž l 3qn .we may assume that U p x G U p x for all sufficiently large2 3
Ž k 2qn . Ž l 3qn .positive integers n. If U p x f U p x for some n, we can2 3
Ž k 2qn . Ž l 3qn .reselect n so that U p x s U p x . However, this is impossible2 3
Ž k 2qn .because a and b have different type vectors. Thus, U p x d2
Ž l 3qn .  k1qn k 2qn l 3qn 4U p x and p x , p x , p x is a decomposition basis satis-3 1 2 3
Ž . Ž l 3qn k 2qnfying condition ii with x , x , and x replaced by p x , p x , and1 2 3 3 2
k1qn .p x , respectively .1
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< < < <Case 4. T s 2 and T s 3. We may assume that1 2
U pk1 x n U pk3 x s U p l 1 x n U p l 2 x n U p l 3 x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 3 1 2 3
First observe that k F l and k F l . For example, if k ) l , then1 3 11 3 1
U pk1 x n U pk3 x F U p l 1 x F U pk1 x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 3 1 1
< l 1qn < < k1qn <and p x / p x for all n - v. We would then have that1 1
Ž k3 . Ž k1 .U p x F U p x , which violates the incomparability of S . Similar3 1 1
remarks apply if k ) l . If k - l , then3 13 1
U pk1 x n U pk3 x s U p l 2 x n U p l 3 x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 3 2 3
and we are back in Case 3. Similarly, Case 3 applies if k - l . Therefore,3 3
we may assume that k s l and k s l so that1 31 3
U pk1 x n U pk3 x s U pk1 x n U p l 2 x n U pk3 x , ²Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 3 1 2 3
 k1 l 2 k 3 4and p x , p x , p x is an incomparable set. If1 2 3
U pk1 x n U p l 2 x ⁄ U p l 2 x n U pk3 x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 2 3
Ž .condition iv is satisfied by a subordinate of X. Otherwise, after a suitable
Ž k1qn . Ž l 2qn . Ž l 2qn . Ž k3qn .reindexing, U p x n U p x F U p x n U p x for1 2 2 3
Ž k1qn .some sufficiently large nonnegative integer n. Thus, U p x n1
Ž l 2qn . Ž k 3qn . Ž .U p x F U p x in conjunction with ² yields2 3
U pk1qn x n U pk3qn x s U pk1qn x n U p l 2qn x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 3 1 2
As a result, the argument in Case 3 now shows that X has a subordinate
Ž . Ž .satisfying ii or iii .
< < < <Case 5. T s T s 3. Here we have1 2
U pk1 x n U pk 2 x nU pk3 xŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 3
sU p l 1 x n U p l 2 x n U p l 3 x .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3
Because a and b are not equivalent, k / l for some i. So, we mayi i
assume that k ) l and obtain2 2
U pk1 x n U pk3 x s U p l 1 x n U p l 2 x n U p l 3 x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 3 1 2 3
Consequently, we are back in Case 4.
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 4Conversely, if G has a decomposition basis x , x , x satisfying one of1 2 3
Ž . Ž .conditions i ] iv , then G is not transitive by Corollary 10. Indeed, in each
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .case there exist a, b g G such that U a s U b , but V a / V b . To be
Ž . Ž .specific, in case i set a s x and b s x q x , in ii set a s x q x and3 1 2 1 3
Ž . Ž .b s x q x , in iii set a s x q x and b s x q x , and in iv take2 3 1 2 1 3
a s x q x and b s x q x q x .1 3 1 2 3
In conclusion, we exhibit specific examples manifesting the existence of
nontransitive local Warfield groups for each of the four possible cases
described in Theorem 14. Actually, all of our examples will be reduced
simply presented groups.
ŽEXAMPLES. Items 1 through 4 below give explicit examples of nontran-
. Ž . Ž .sitive simply presented p-local groups G that satisfy conditions i ] iv of
 4Theorem 14, respectively. In each of these examples, x , x , x is a1 2 3
Ž .  4decomposition basis for G with U x s a s a for i s 1, 2, 3.i i i, n n- v
1. It is easy to construct a simply presented p-local group G having
Ž .a decomposition basis satisfying condition i of Theorem 14. For an
explicit example, set a s 4n q 1 for all n, and define1, n
a s 4n q 2, a s 4n q 1, if n ’ 0 mod 2 ,Ž .2, n 3, n½ a s a s 4n , if n ’ 1 mod 2 .Ž .2, n 3, n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus, a s x and b s x q x satisfy U a s U b , while V a is repre-3 1 2
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..sented by the singleton U a and V b is represented by U x , U x .1 2
Ž . Ž .Thus, V a / V b and G is not transitive by Corollary 10. Note that
Ž .Theorem 8 or Corollary 10 is not really needed to show that G is
nontransitive; indeed, a and b cannot correspond under an automorphism
because a is primitive while b is not. We remark that this is the previously
Ž w x w x.known example that appeared implicitly in 4 and explicitly in 1 of a
simply presented group of rank 3 that is not transitive.
2. Set a s 4n for all n, and define a and a by1, n 2 3
a s 4n , a s 4n q 1, if n ’ 0 mod 2 ,Ž .2, n 3, n½ a s 4n q 2, a s 4n y 1, if n ’ 1 mod 2 .Ž .2, n 3, n
 4It is routine to verify that the decomposition basis x , x , x satisfies1 2 3
Ž .condition ii of Theorem 14. Set a s x q x and b s x q x . In contrast1 3 2 3
to 1, both a and b are nonprimitive elements of infinite order. Observe
Ž . Ž . Ž .that U a s U b , but the corresponding height-sequence vectors a , a1 3
Ž .and a , a are not equivalent. Therefore, G is not transitive.2 3
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The next two examples are perhaps more interesting than the previous
ones inasmuch as the following examples have decomposition bases that
form incomparable sets.
3. In this example, we construct a nontransitive simply presented
 4group G whose decomposition basis x , x , x is an incomparable set1 2 3
Ž .satisfying condition iii of Theorem 14. For convenience of notation, set
Ž .k s 5 n y j r2 for j s 0, 1, 2, 3 and definej
¡a s k q 1, a s a s k , if n ’ 0 mod 4 ,Ž .1, n 0 2, n 3, n 0
a s k q 2, a s k q 3, a s k q 4, if n ’ 1 mod 4 ,Ž .1, n 1 2, n 1 3, n 1~
a s k q 6, a s a s k q 5, if n ’ 2 mod 4 ,Ž .1, n 2 2, n 3, n 2¢a s k q 7, a s k q 9, a s k q 8, if n ’ 3 mod 4 .Ž .1, n 3 2, n 3 3, n 3
Observe that the first few terms of each height sequence are
 4a s 1, 2, 6, 7, 11, 12, 16, 17, 21, 22, 26, 27, . . . ,1
 4a s 0, 3, 5, 9, 10, 13, 15, 19, 20, 23, 25, 29, . . . ,2
 4a s 0, 4, 5, 8, 10, 14, 15, 18, 20, 24, 25, 28, . . . .3
 4It is now easily checked that the decomposition basis x , x , x for G1 2 3
Ž .does indeed satisfy condition iii of Theorem 14. Define a s x q x and1 2
Ž . Ž .b s x q x and observe that U a s U b ; however, the height-sequence1 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .vectors a , a and a , a , which represent V a and V b , respectively,1 2 1 3
are not equivalent. Therefore, G is not transitive.
4. Set a s 6n for all n - v, and define a to be 6n q 2 if n is1, n 3, n
even and 6n y 2 if n is odd. a is defined as follows,2
¡6n q 1, if n ’ 0 mod 6 ,Ž .
6n q 1, if n ’ 1 mod 6 ,Ž .
6n , if n ’ 2 mod 6 ,Ž .~a s2, n 6n y 1, if n ’ 3 mod 6 ,Ž .
6n q 3, if n ’ 4 mod 6 ,Ž .¢6n y 2, if n ’ 5 mod 6 .Ž .
Observe that the first few terms of each height sequence are
 4a s 0, 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, 60, 66, 72, . . . ,1
 4a s 1, 7, 12, 17, 27, 28, 37, 43, 48, 53, 63, 64, 73, . . . ,2
 4a s 2, 4, 14, 16, 26, 28, 38, 40, 50, 52, 62, 64, 74, . . . .3
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 4 Ž .It is not difficult to see that x , x , x satisfies condition iv of Theorem1 2 3
14. In this case, a s x q x and b s x q x q x are elements of G with1 3 1 2 3
the same height sequence but different type vectors.
Remark. Whereas all local Warfield groups are weakly transitive
Ž .according to Theorem 8 , it should be apparent from Theorem 11, as well
as from Theorem 14 and the preceding examples for rank 3, that as the
rank of a local Warfield group increases transitivity tends to become more
the exception than the rule.
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